Uniwell Lynx Key Features
Fresh Produce
Uniwell Lynx has been designed to provide the ideal back-office companion to
Uniwell’s HX series of touchscreen POS terminals. With over 10 years of
constant development, this software has specific features tailored to the needs
of fresh produce stores.

POS Programming

Program new items, account customer details, POS touchscreen
layouts and much more – quickly and easily from the back-office.
Of particular importance is the ease of which selling prices can be
adjusted and sent to your POS terminals – based on the price
variations of the products you purchase at market.

Customer Accounts

Many fruit and vegetable stores have wholesale accounts with local
businesses (eg. cafés & restaurants) to provide their fresh produce.
Uniwell Lynx integrates with the Customer Accounts function of
Uniwell POS Terminals, allowing your wholesale customers to
purchase at the point of sale, and then receive invoices and
statements from the back-office.

Tailored Reporting

Uniwell Lynx provides a number of powerful reports designed to
help you to manage your business efficiently:
 Summary Report – periodic snapshot of the overall business
 Item Sales by Day – provides a 7 day overview of item sales,
allowing you to make purchasing decisions based on sales trends
 Customer Reports – analyse the activity of wholesale customers

Emailed Reports

Preconfigure a set of Sales Analysis Reports and have them emailed
to your smartphone, tablet or home-office computer on a regular
basis. Or have key staff receive applicable reports via email,
allowing them to action tasks without the need to physically check
the software for information.

Cloud Backup

A regular backup routine provides peace of mind. Uniwell Lynx can
be configured to perform a daily backup directly to your cloud drive
folder. So with so many cost effective cloud storage solutions
available, keeping your valuable sales and stock data safe has never
been easier.

